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The eyes of the other people in the North Sky Club even stared out!
They were all Gu Xuan’s subordinates, and they had been with Gu Xuan for
many years, and they were the people who knew Gu Xuan best, and knew
better than Gu Hanxing. They are very clear about how terrifying Gu Xuan’s
strength is. In the innate realm, they are all ranked top. How many people
will tremble with fear when they hear the name Gu Xuan.
But as a result, such an awesome master of innate realm, can’t even catch
the palm of this woman in front of him? The key is to face each other, not
the middle palm, how terrifying is the strength of this woman!
At this moment, they all even had doubts that the other party was not a
person, but a ghost.
You know, in the field of martial arts, due to nature, women have natural
disadvantages compared to men. It is even more difficult for women to
cultivate into the innate realm!
Now that the opponent has not only cultivated to the innate realm, his
strength is still higher than that of Gu Xuan? The key point is that the other
party seems to be in his twenties, even if he started practicing in the
mother’s womb, he still can’t cultivate to this level!
“You, you, you…” Gu Xuan no longer had the domineering and
self-confidence he had just now, and now only amazement and fear remain
in his eyes, “Are you a human or a ghost?!”
Nishang’s palm really dissipated all his confidence and pride. He even felt
that the other party was using all his strength, only using half of his strength!
How horrible it must be!
The key point is that the other party looks very young. This completely
subverts his perception. He knows that there are many masters in this world,
and there are some outsiders, but there is such a young woman with such
terrifying power. He really has never had such a young woman with such
terrifying power. I’ve seen it before, I haven’t even heard of it!
Originally, he thought that a Lin Ziming was enough evil, but now it seems
that the red-dressed woman in front of him is a hundred times more evil than
Lin Ziming!
He couldn’t understand why there is such an existence in the world?
Of course, Nishang would not answer his question, but always said with a
faint expression: “Remember what I said, you can’t trouble Lin Ziming’s
relatives, otherwise the next time I come, it won’t be as simple as hurting
you.”
After saying this, she turned and left, and walked out of the Beitianhui
wildly, no one dared to stop her.
Gu Xuan took a deep breath, and the disordered aura in his body was
suppressed. Just now, the palm of Nishang had hurt his muscles and bones,
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and he would soon return to normal.
But he knew that with the opponent’s strength, if he really wanted to hurt
him, it would be easy to turn around, and even kill him would be a matter of
minutes!
Seeing him with a cold face and silence behind these men, they did not dare
to make a sound, for fear that they would make Gu Xuan angry.
Gu Xuan’s mind was running swiftly, recalling who this woman was, with
such a high-powered martial arts, and being so young, and having something
to do with Lin Ziming?
But he thought about it for a long time and didn’t want to understand that
among all the people he had contacted, no one had ever heard of such a
person. So it shows that the other party’s background is definitely very scary,
far from him can provoke.
Poor culture and wealth, no master can be a poor person, he is built on
countless money. The martial arts of the red-dressed woman was so
abnormal, only to explain one point, the other party’s is very deep, very
powerful, and even surpassed the Beitianhui!
This world really isn’t that simple, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
What he doesn’t understand most now is, what is the relationship between
this woman and Lin Ziming?
Is it a friend or a relative?
After thinking about it, he still thinks that most of them are friends, and they
are not particularly familiar. Maybe by accident, this woman owed Lin
Ziming’s favor, so she protected the relatives around Lin Ziming?
Or did Lin Ziming and this woman come from the same organization?
This possibility shouldn’t be great. If it really came from the same
organization, then Lin Ziming would have broken through into the innate
realm long ago, and it is even more unlikely that he has been a door-to-door
son-in-law in the Chu family for so long.
In any case, this hatred must be reported, and Gu Xuan is the one who
doesn’t report it!
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